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Education
Bachelor’s in Computer Science, Oberlin.

2013–2017

I attended Oberlin College, and obtained a Bachelor’s in Computer Science.

Experience
Vocational
Merantix, Cojure(Script)Engineer.

2019-

Worked for Merantix Healthcare on the Clojure team developing front and back
end tools and products.

Symantec, eBusiness Internship.

2015

I worked with QA teams on relevant programming projects. I also worked on a
reporting dashboard for manual testing in Java, and worked on test automation
for the storefront team in Go.

Townsend & Clark, freelance programmer.

2014–2016

I opened a web design firm focusing on small business websites and web applications. As the backend engineer and systems administrator, I developed
several Rails applications ranging from the simple campaign sites to complex web
applications.

Oberlin College, Work Study.

2013–2016

I filled a variety of roles including Macintosh Desktop Support, Assistant Network
Technician, and Web Developer for Oberlin IT and Psychology Departments. I
primarily used Ruby and Rails.

Georgiana Bruce Kirby, Computer Technician.

2008–2013

I assisted the IT administrator at my high school in his maintenance of the school’s
network, comprising approximately 100 Windows machines, routers, switches,
and central servers. I additionally worked on the school’s homework, event
management, and communications Rails application, fixing bugs to drastically
reduce downtime.

Codulous, Web Developer.

2011

I started a company with two friends through the Teens in Tech program, a startup
incubator aimed at young adults. We made a company that built and operated
an online code editor. I handled backend code and system administration for the
company. I was the main programmer for the Ruby on Rails web application,
assisted the frontend team, and managed the company’s server operations, both
in house and client facing applications.

Smaller Projects
Clojure API Ingestion.

2019

To familiarize myself with Clojure, I built a series of microservices communicating
over Kafka to ingest a stream of data from a public API. This required integrating
closely with Clojure’s asynchronous API, Kafka’s API, and the particular details
of the external API. I leveraged my previous experience with HTTP APIs and
asynchronous CSP style programming from previous projects like the Elixir
Dataflow Project to execute on these tasks.

Elixir Dataflow Project.

2018

In support of a colleague’s data analysis, I built a live online data flow application
in Elixir to ingest large quantities (100s of gigabytes) of social media data, process
and filter the data, and load the data into a separate database for directy querying.
We utilized an iterative, agile methodology to development the data processing
and filtering techniques. I utilized Elixir for its easy parallelism and functional
nature.

Ironic Space Lisp, Programming language development
in Rust.

2017-2018

In order to meet some particular requirements for a separate project, I began
development on a new programming language based on Lisp and Erlang. Some
of the requirements were that the entire environment be pausable and serializable,
and contain deep hooks and callbacks to allow the host program to dynamically
control fundamental aspects of evaluation. The interpreter is currently under
development in Rust.

Prestissimo, web application.

2015

Prestissimo is a Rails web application created by the Oberlin CS department as an
alternative to the college’s official couse listing website. I worked to improve page
load time and performance. You can find it at https://oprestissimo.com/.
This job represents working with an established code base that at the time lacked
tests or thorough documentation.

CSCI361, Game Design, Oberlin.
At Oberlin I took a course in practical game design using Unity, and created two
games over the course of the semester. The focus of the course was practical
software development as part of a team, under deadline, and without strong
specifications.

Gobcom, web application.

2016

An unreleased web forum written in Rails with multiple identity levels and
associated restrictions.

AYPSELA, System Administrator.

2008–2014

I operated a Linux server for a group of friends that ran VoIP communcation and
packaged game server applications.
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Ruby & Rails
Python & Java
C#/Unity
Go
Erlang/Elixir
Clojure/Racket
C
HTML, Javascript, & CSS

Computer skills
Linux: SSH, Git
Remote: OpenVPN, VNC, IRC

Web: PostgreSQL, NGINX, Kafka
Virtualization: Xen, AWS, Kubernetes

